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PSSSSSST...!
Mixed Roots is a multicultural range for curly, kinky and wavy hair of all types. They are fantastic products used
individually but work even better when used together as a regimen. Sulfate, Paraben and Mineral-Oil Free, these
products are 98% natural and full of nourishing fruit oils and botanical extracts. Mixed Roots will cleanse,
condition and style hair naturally and gently, leaving you with beautiful, shiny and healthy hair.

Mixed Roots Replenishing Oil Treatment
Meet the 'bad boy' of MIXED ROOTS! This hardworking multi-tasker can be used to seal in moisture after washing
and conditioning, as a weekly hot oil treatment or as a moisture booster when you add a few drops to your MIXED
ROOTS conditioner. An amazing blend of natural moisturisers, conditioners and strengtheners to improve elasticity
and help prevent hair breakage. Step 3 in the Mixed Roots System. After washing and conditioning, this nutritious
blend of natural oils and botanics will seal in the moisture your hair has just been infused with. Apply a little to damp
hair and let air/diffuser dry. Although it’s step 3, this oil can be used anytime for an instant shine and moisture boost
or as a weekly hot oil treatment. Follow with Step 4 – Curl Control Leave In Lotion or Step 5 – Curl Stretching
Custard.
Mixed Roots Curl Refresher Finishing Spray
Hey sleepy head! Wake up tired or next day curls with MIXED ROOTS Curl refresher finishing spray. This literally does
what it says on the tin...err... bottle! Use to prep curls for their main course of custard, a quick freshen up or to add a
finishing spritz of super shine. Step 6 in the Mixed Roots System. This moisturizing and shine boosting spray can be
used anytime to freshen up and de-frizz dry curls for a quick restyle. Simply spray on, scrunch into the hair and
follow with a little Leave In Lotion or a dash of Curl Stretching Custard for a super-quick style recharge.

Available exclusively from our distributor Pak Cosmetics. For more information, samples and imagery please contact:
nicole@pakcosmetics.com
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